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LOONY LOGOS REVISITED 
MAR Y J. YOUNGQUIST 
Rochester, New York 
The Land of Loony Logo s. fir st explored in the May 1971 Word 
Ways, was recently revisited and the following items were unearthed. 
My thanks to Dave Silverman and R. Robinson Rowe for several of 
the looniest logos of this group. The final six should be printed in 
color (as specified by the instructions in parenthese s) . 
1. SOP DROMEDARY 16.	 HOUSE 
2. NOT----STANDING 17.	 ACHANCEN 
3. YPS 18.	 H .ME 
4.	 ATL----C 19. ENIGMA. GAMINE, IN 
GAME, MAE GIN, ME GINA 
5. STAR A NIGHT 
20. SYMPHON 
6. A TENDANCE 
21. MILILIO N 
7. XXXOUT 
22. BUSINES 
8. FIN! TIVE 
23. S RTS 
9. HI- ----WORN !vfIN­
24. ALMOST SELF RAGE 
10. CR---- TIAL 
25. riYY 
11. WINKEN t BEN AND NOD 
26. PENNANT 
12. TIMING TIM ING	 DRAMA 
13. JOAN B. 27. D D 
WAR R 
14. DISK OUT OF MIND A 
W 








31. BACK, BA, B 
32.	 SPADE SPADE SPADE 
SPADE 






























(color the last letter blue)
 
WOOD 
( color	 the word red) 
T 
(color the letter green) 
M 
DAY 
(color the first letter blue) 
J 
( color the letter blue) 
FEVER 
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WELLSITE 
